Put connector in a different place
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What St. Louis County really needs is a connector from Interstate 64 to Laclede Station Road. By the time the Clayton rush-hour traffic on Hanley Road reaches Laclede Station Road, it has disbursed significantly, and most of the remaining drivers are heading for either Watson Road or Gravois Road for the remainder of their trip to Arnold, Fenton or South County. This connector would only increase the driving time and distance for these particular drivers.
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in the South County Connector and consider transit instead. New, unwanted roadway c… Read more

**Opposition builds to South County Connector proposal**

Officials in Maplewood and St. Louis are on record against it, and environmental activists are voicing their worries, too. Read more

**Proposed South County thoroughfare no relief to some**

Road would cost $110 million to build. Read more
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